Riverside Community College District

DISTRICT DAY
Mandatory for all FT Faculty

February 11, 2011
9:00 – 12:00

AGENDA
## FLEX Considerations

To qualify for FLEX credit, please make sure you sign the sign in sheet at registration in the Landis Lobby along with signing your discipline sign in sheet to make sure you receive your three hours of mandatory flex credit.

All sign in sheets to be sent to: Institutional Effectiveness, c/o Debbie McDowell, 222-8991.

*18 hours per year FLEX credit is required of all full time faculty. If you are a part time faculty at another college that requires FLEX, consult their FLEX coordinator to learn if you can count attendance at RCCD for FLEX credit there. If you need verification of your attendance for this purpose, please contact the Office of Institutional Effectiveness at 951/222-8991.
Mandatory
Discipline Meetings - Riverside College
9:30 – 12:00 p.m.

(Please note date of Journalism Discipline Meeting)

**Accounting & Business Administration**
Frank Stearns, #8553  
BE 100

**Administration of Justice**
Oliver Thompson, #8954  
Quad 102

**Anatomy, Physiology, Biology, Microbiology & Health**
Barbara Moore, #372-7037  
LS 103

**Anthropology**
Barbara Hall, #8267  
Quad 201

**Applied Technology**
Paul O’Connell, #8348  
Tech B 123

**Art**
John Hopkins, #8237  
ART BLDG., #101

**Chemistry**
Leo Truttmann, #328-3744  
PS 202

**Cosmetology**
Peter Westbrook, #8186  
Classroom #210 - Cosmetology Bldg.

**Counseling**
Scott Brown, #8357  
Working - No Room needed

**Dance**
Rita Chenoweth, #8234  
PILATES BLDG., #101 - 1:00 - 3:00

**Early Childhood Education**
Shari Yates, #8903  
ECS BLDG - ECER 9

**Economics**
John Young, #8370  
PS 108

**Engineering**
Todd Wales, #7105  
Paul Van Hulle’s House

**English**
Brit Osgood-Treston, #8913  
Heritage Room

**ESL**
Margaret Tjandra, #8355  
Quad 227

**Film Studies**
Cynthia Morrill, #8765  
Quad 110

**Geography**
Les Dean, #8245  
BE 106

**Health, Human & Public Services**
James Banks, #571-6250  
PS 103

**History**
Dwight Lomayesva, #8119  
PS 104

**Humanities**
Richard Mahon, #8862  
Quad 103

**Information Systems & Technology**
Scott McLeod, #8310  
BE 104

**Journalism – Meet 2/1/10 12:00**
Allan Lovelace, #8487  
Viewpoints Newsroom
Mandatory

Discipline Meetings - Riverside College

9:30 – 12:00 p.m.

con’t

Library Services
Hayley Ashby, #8866
DLLRC #409

Mathematics
Mary Legner, #8886
PS 102

Music
Charlie Richards, #8331
Stover 100

Nursing
Phyllis Rowe, #8336
LS 202

Philosophy
Cyndi Gobatie, #8258
LS 205

Physical Education
Kathy Farris, #8251
HG 20

Physical Science, Physics, Astronomy & Geology
William Phelps, #8350
PS 101 B

Political Science
Dariush Haghighat, #8262
Quad 215

Psychology
Peter Matsos, #8501
Quad 23C

Reading
Lori Ogata, #6212 & Sonya Nyrop, #6345
Quad 208

Sociology
Richard Davin, #8926
Quad 101

Speech Communication
Joan Gibbons-Anderson, #8952
Quad 117

Theatre Arts
Jodi Julian, #8739
Portable 6B, Office

World Languages
Kathryn Kelly, #8284
Quad 129

*Please call your discipline facilitator with any questions you may have.